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Abstract
Considerable prior analysis has gone into the study of zoning restrictions on
locational choice and on fiscal burdens, but none addresses the level and dis-
tribution of public goods provided under fiscal zoning. Our analysis emphasizes
the interplay between land-use restrictions andpublic good provision, focusing
on schooling outcomes. We extend existing general equilibrium models of
location and the provision of education so that fiscal zoning can be put into
Tiebout choice. Some households create a fiscal burden, motivating the use
of exclusionary land-use controls by local governments. We then analyze the
market effects of different land-use controls (minimum lot size [MLS] zoning,
local public finance with a head tax, and growth restrictions through fringe
zoning) and demonstrate how household behavior directly affects the
equilibrium outcomes and the provision of the local public good.
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The primary purpose of local political jurisdictions is the provision of pub-

lic goods tailored to the needs and desires of their resident populations. In

his classic article on the efficiency of local jurisdictions, Tiebout (1956)

shows how choice among local areas allows households to sort themselves

on the basis of demand for the public good that is provided. But this simple

solution breaks down when various realities such as limited numbers of jur-

isdictions and finance through local property taxes are acknowledged. One

important extension of the modeling of residential choice and the provision

of various packages of taxes and public goods in the face of these realities

has been the introduction of another empirical reality—the existence of

various zoning regulations. Zoning constrains the choices of households

and alters the equilibrium outcomes, potentially improving the Tiebout

equilibrium. By focusing entirely on the locus of taxes and expenditures

across jurisdictions, this literature has, however, neglected other important

aspects of the residential choices of households. Consideration of these

leads to fundamental changes in the equilibrium solutions by households.

This article introduces accessibility as a second basic facet of residential

location and then highlights how endogenous zoning affects the equilibrium

demands for schools, the primary public good offered by local jurisdictions.

In the world of head taxes and large numbers of jurisdictions, Tiebout

sorting leads to an efficient revelation of public good demands and thus

supports the optimal provision of the public good. Yet, as has long been

recognized, the financing of local jurisdictions through the property tax

changes this solution. Some taxpayers, by buying less expensive houses

within a jurisdiction, can enjoy public expenditures that exceed their contri-

bution to revenues, creating a fiscal burden on wealthier households who

must make up for this revenue shortfall. If, however, various zoning devices

can be employed, it may be possible to exclude the households that create

the fiscal burdens.

Considerable prior analysis has focused on the impact of various zoning

restrictions on locational choice and on fiscal burdens. In an influential

early article, Hamilton (1975) incorporates endogenous zoning in a model

where property taxes finance a local public good, and he shows that zoning

allows individuals to separate themselves perfectly by income. Durlauf

(1996) considers a dynamic community model in which communities

impose a minimum income restriction as a requirement for residence in a

community. Henderson (1980) and Epple, Filimon, and Romer (1988)

analyze the endogenous choice of zoning regulations in multicommunity

models, but they have no public goods. Fernández and Rogerson (1997)

study the effect of zoning regulations on allocations and welfare in a
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two-community model. Recent theoretical work by Calabrese, Epple, and

Romano (2007) and Magliocca et al. (2012) provide new theoretical struc-

tures and interesting insights. Nonetheless, the prior work on zoning—par-

ticularly fiscal or exclusionary zoning—has provided both inconclusive

theoretical results and quite inconsistent empirical support of the theory

(Evans 1999). The review of the evidence by Quigley and Rosenthal

(2005) provides not only a summary of the issues but also ideas on how

to resolve the conflicting evidence.

Three important things have been missing from this past discussion.

First, it is generally assumed that residential choices are solely a function

of the fiscal characteristics of a location. This yields perfect sorting across

communities in terms of income and very sharp, and implausible, reactions

to changes in the price of local public goods. This conclusion about homo-

geneous communities, however, conflicts with observations about the

nature of US communities. Across the school districts (communities) in the

United States, jurisdictions are quite heterogeneous in terms of income

(much more so than in terms of race).1 Moreover, the heterogeneity of

households should not be taken as evidence that Tiebout sorting is not going

on. A number of authors have looked into parts of this heterogeneity of jur-

isdictions in Tiebout models, as discussed in the comprehensive review of

Epple and Nechyba (2004).2 For example, Edel and Sclar (1974) consider

dynamic adjustment to a long-run equilibrium. Epple and Sieg (1999) and

Sieg et al. (2004) consider how heterogeneous tastes will generate mixtures

of incomes within jurisdictions, while Epple, Gordon, and Sieg (2010)

introduce location-specific amenities. Nechyba (2000) relies on a fixed and

heterogeneous housing stock. None has developed an integrated

explanation.

Second, while past work has been motivated by the provision of public

goods, little is actually said about the outcomes. The demand by households

for schooling outcomes drives not only a portion of local residential choice

but also determines the spending for schools and the variation across districts.

Both spending variations and the resultant achievement differences have

themselves been objects of direct public policy interventions.3

Third, a limited number of jurisdictions necessarily implies that some

households will not have their ideal provision of public goods met.

Additionally, restrictions on households such as the exclusionary zoning

considered here will not in general move the locational equilibrium to the

full Tiebout optimum.

This article addresses each of these issues. It imbeds endogenous zoning

within a multifaceted model of locational choice that allows for nonfiscal
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elements of location. Additionally, it focuses on the most important local

public good—schools—and considers how zoning affects the level and

distribution of educational outcomes. In the course of this, we can also

consider how different forms of taxation affect the analysis.

In order to understand the interactions among these different influences

on choices by households when faced with land-use constraints, we need to

start with behavior that reflects more than just heterogeneous tastes for pub-

lic goods. We build upon and extend the general equilibrium model

of household location and education spending decisions in Hanushek and

Yilmaz (2007, 2013). That model merges the classical urban location

models and the Tiebout models of community choice so that the basic

urban form is consistent with empirical observations on community het-

erogeneity. By emphasizing multiple motivations in locational choice and

household behavior, this starting point permits new insights into the impli-

cations of fiscally motivated land-use controls.

This article focuses on two key issues of exclusionary land-use controls.

First, to answer why cities use exclusionary land-use controls, we show how

some households impose a fiscal burden on the local government, leading to

motivations for excluding some households from a community. Based on

the general framework, we can then consider the market effects of

exclusionary land-use controls and their distributional implications for both

educational outcomes and welfare. The policies considered in the article are

minimum lot size (MLS) zoning, local public finance with a head tax, and

growth restrictions through fringe zoning that limits city expansion.

We present a baseline model of a monocentric city that contains two

school districts whose households differ in income and tastes that reflect the

value of accessibility, lot size, and public amenities (education) of a

location. An absentee landlord holds an auction at each location in which

households bid for that location. Each jurisdiction provides education,

which is financed through property taxes on residential land. Property taxes

are determined by majority voting. Households can move without cost

between jurisdictions. In equilibrium, communities are heterogeneous, and

some households impose a fiscal burden on the local government.

With this structure, we conduct policy experiments with different types

of exclusionary land use and then assess the outcomes in terms of the level

and distribution of education. Having a more realistic model of urban struc-

ture proves to be especially important in this analysis. Public services are

tied to specific locations and communities, but locations also differ in their

accessibility and in their housing prices. Ignoring these aspects of location

introduces a distortion in the analysis of policy alternatives, leading to very
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different conclusions from those in simpler models. While exclusive com-

munities can improve their educational quality through land-use controls on

entry, they impose a cost of increased overall variation in educational qual-

ity across the area.

A General Model of Residential Location

This analysis builds on the simplest structure that can provide heteroge-

neous communities that illustrate the fundamental behavioral trade-offs

essential to understanding the impacts of land-use constraints. The model

is a modification of the monocentric city model of locational choice in

which all job opportunities are offered by firms located at the Central Busi-

ness District (CBD). Firms employ skilled and unskilled workers who get

paid wages that depend on skill. Wages are exogenously given, and skilled

workers (s) receive a higher wage than unskilled workers (u); that is,

ws > wu. As in any other monocentric city models, the city is assumed to

have a radial transportation system. Additionally, we divide the city evenly

into two school districts of the same size, labeled North School District and

South School District. Each school district raises local property taxes to

finance their public schools. Thus, locations differ by three attributes:

accessibility, the property tax rate, and quality of education.

The more common depiction of a monocentric city that has a circular cen-

tral city surrounded by a donut shaped suburban ring is problematic for our

analysis.4 This standard circular structure of cities implies that all locations

at any given distance from the employment center are served by a common

school district, making it difficult to see the separate influences of location

and school quality. Additionally, there are empirical reasons to consider alter-

native depictions. The circular city is more of an analytical description than a

realistic portrayal of American cities. The variety of cities that result from

natural boundaries such as lakes, rivers, and mountains or from historical

development patterns makes the stylized ‘‘von Thunen pattern’’ more a sim-

plifying device than an accurate generalization of city structures (see Rose

1989). While it is possible to correct estimation of density gradients for miss-

ing quadrants (see Mills [1972] or Rose [1989]), the simple depiction fails in

a significant number of metropolitan areas.5 Our simple city structure here is

seen, for example, in Minneapolis and St. Paul, where a river divides two jur-

isdictions (and two school districts). This structure is not meant as a portrayal

of any specific area, however, but instead is employed as the simplest way to

illustrate how accessibility and public goods interact in determining the loca-

tional equilibrium. The characterization of a two-city metropolitan area also
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permits highlighting the implications of a limited range of jurisdictional alter-

natives within a Tiebout model.

Each household has one working member and one child attending to a

public school in her school district.6 On top of heterogeneity in wages,

we introduce additional heterogeneity by allowing households to place a

different valuation on education: some value education more, while some

value it less. Thus, we have four different types of households in the city:

skilled low valuation households (SL), skilled high valuation households

(SH), unskilled low valuation households (UL), and unskilled high valua-

tion households (UH).

A household i 2 fSL, SH, UL, UHgwith a residence r miles off the CBD

in school district j 2 fn, sg enjoys education of quality qj provided to her

child; lot size h > 0, which proxies residential quality;7 (numeraire) compo-

site commodity c > 0; and leisure l 2 [0, 24]. For the calibration, our time

frame is a day, and hence the household’s problem is formulated over a day.

Household preference is given by a Cobb–Douglas utility function

Uðai;Zi; q; h; c; lÞ ¼ q
ai

j hZi cgld, where ai 2 faH, aLg is the taste parameter

for education and Zi 2 fZH, ZLg is the taste parameter for lot size for high

education valuation (H) and low education valuation (L) households.

The working member of household i commutes once a day to a

workplace at the CBD. The pecuniary and time costs of commuting are

a/2 dollars and b/2 hours per mile, respectively.8 Then, household i faces

the following budget constraint

cjðrÞ þ ð1þ tjÞR�j ðrÞ hjðrÞ þ wiljðrÞ ¼ YiðrÞ ¼ 24wi � ðaþ bwiÞr; ð1Þ

where Yi(r) is the household’s income net of transportation costs, tj is the

property tax rate, and R�j ðrÞ is the equilibrium rent per unit of land.

In each community, the amount of taxes paid by a household depends

directly on the lot size (h), so that a household with a small lot pays less

in taxes than a household with a large lot even though both households

receive the same public goods (education, as defined subsequently). To deal

with the fiscal disparities, one school district, say the one in the south,

introduces a zoning regulation that sets a minimum lot size (MLS) per

household in residential land use, �hm. The aim of this policy is to eliminate

the smallest houses, that is, the ones imposing the largest fiscal burdens on

the other residents. The school district sets the MLS by majority voting. We

can define the bid rent function of household i, which shows the house-

hold’s willingness to pay given a fixed utility level. With the MLS zoning,

the problem that a household in the south must solve is given by
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cðr; ui; qj; tjÞ ¼ maxh;c;l
YiðrÞ � c� wil

ð1þ tjÞh
Uðai;Zi; q; h; c; lÞ ¼ uij

� �
subject to h � hm:

ð2Þ

Then, the bid rent and bid max lot size function under MLS regulation is

given by

ci
jðrÞ ¼

k
1=Zi
i

ð1þtjÞwd=Zi
i

q
ai=Zi

j YiðrÞ
Ziþgþd

Zi u
�1=Zi

i if r � rm

YiðrÞ� 1þg
dð Þwi

d
gwi

� � g
gþd

ui

qjaihmZi

� � 1
gþd

ð1þtjÞhm

if r < rm

8>>><
>>>:

; ð3Þ

and

h
i
jðrÞ ¼

Zi

ðZiþgþdÞð1þtjÞ
YiðrÞ
ci

jðrÞ
if r � rm

hm if r < rm

(
; ð4Þ

where ki ¼ ZZi
i
ggdd

ðZiþgþdÞ
ðZiþgþdÞ is a constant, rm is the effective constraint distance

that is determined by the intersection between the lot size curve, hð�Þ, and the

horizontal line, hm. (household i in the north solves the same problem with,

hm ¼ 0). Since the lot size curve is increasing in distance, the household is con-

strained such that h ¼ hm whenever r < rm, and the bid rent function for house-

hold i becomes a linear and decreasing function in r. Otherwise, it is a nonlinear

decreasing function. With this MLS, there are some households in the south

that would like to locate on a smaller lot closer to work but cannot.

The land-use pattern that arises in equilibrium is determined by the rela-

tive steepness of bid rent functions of the four different household types. Ana-

lytically, it is not possible to find the spatial order, and we rely on numerical

methods to find it. In general, a steeper equilibrium bid rent curve corre-

sponds to an equilibrium location closer to the CBD. It is worth pointing out

that since each household type has a two-piece bid rent function, each with a

different slope, household i1 can have a steeper bid rent than household i2 on

one piece while the steepness order is reversed on the other piece.

We assume a competitive land market (Alonso 1964) in which households

bid for land and absentee land owners offer land to the highest bidder. A land-

lord may rent land to any of four different types of households or leave it for

agriculture. When the latter occurs, the landlord gets a fixed bid of ra. Formally,
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R
�
j ðrÞ ¼ maxi2fSL;SH;UL;UHg

cjðrÞ; ð5Þ

t�j ðrÞ ¼ argmaxi2fSL;SH;UL;UHg
cjðrÞ; ð6Þ

where tj*(r) j 2 fn, sg, is a function showing the equilibrium occupant of a

location at distance r in school district j. We assume that our city is closed, and

thus, the population of each household type is exogenously given. Formally,Z
t�nðrÞ ¼ i

pr

si
nðrÞ

dr þ
Z

t�s ðrÞ ¼ i

pr

si
sðrÞ

dr ¼ Ni 8i 2 SL; SH ;UL ;UHf g:

ð7Þ

The population constraints implicitly assume that the land market clears in

school district j 2 fn, sg. Each school district raises property taxes to finance

its public school. Assuming local governments run a balanced budget, we have

ej ¼ tj

R
R�j ðrÞ>ra R�j ðrÞpr dr

Nj

; ð8Þ

where Nj is the population, and ej is the expenditure per pupil on schools in

district j. Note that the integration is done over residential property and

hence agricultural land is not part of the tax base.

Characterizing the quality of education has proved difficult. Here, to main-

tain comparability with the prior literature, we emphasize only educational

spending, which can be interpreted as either actual quality of the schools or

simply perceived quality. Prior literature has shown that it is difficult to char-

acterize school quality when the outcome is measured by student perfor-

mance.9 At the same time, households clearly use spending as a proxy for

school quality and factor that into their locational decisions. Thus, we take a

positivist view of school quality as it affects consumer behavior. In prior work,

we have also considered the role of peer groups in the production function for

schools (Hanushek and Yilmaz 2007, 2013). However, that formulation

unduly complicates the analysis here without yielding additional insights.

Under most formulations, it will reinforce the basic fiscal forces involved, and

we wish to show the operation of these forces in the simplest fiscal model.

The perceived quality of education in community j is given by a

production function

qj ¼ c1ec2

j ; ð9Þ
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where c1, c2 > 0 and c2 < 1 are constants. Notice that the production func-

tion is concave, implying diminishing marginal returns to expenditure per

pupil. The property taxes are determined by majority voting in each school

district. Then, household i at distance r in school district j’s preferred tax

rate is given by the following problem

maxtj

ki

R�j ðrÞ
Zið1þ tiÞZi wd

i

q
ai

j YiðrÞZiþgþd subject to qj ¼ c1e
c2

j

ej ¼ tj

R
R�j ðrÞ > ra R�j ðrÞpr dr

Nj

ð10Þ

The preferred tax rate for household i is, then, ~ti ¼ c2ai

Zi�c2ai
: Note that the

preferred tax rate is independent of income and is a function of the house-

hold’s valuation of education.

Events unfold in the following order: at the beginning of each period,

myopic households make their residential choice decisions with the

expectation that the last period’s education and property tax packages

would prevail in the current period. Once they move in, they are stuck. They

vote for the next period property tax rate in their school district. As a result,

the quality of education in their school district is determined. At the

beginning of the next period, events start over again.

Definition: An equilibrium is a set of utility levels u�i ; i 2 fSL; SH;
UL;UHg, market rent curves R�j ðrÞ j 2 fn; sg, quality of education

and property tax rate pairs ðqj; tjÞ; j 2 fn; sg, and equilibrium house-

hold type functions t�j ðrÞ; j 2 fn; sg such that

� utility, maximizing households choose a location (i.e., a school

district and commuting distance) along with lot size, leisure, and

composite commodity.

� households and farmers bid for land at each location. The absentee

landlord offers land to the highest bidder.

� regardless of their location or school district, households of the same

type attain the same utility level.

� education is produced through a production function based on expendi-

ture and is financed through local property taxes on residential land. The

property tax in each school district is determined by majority voting.

� labor and land markets clear.

� the local government budget balances in each school district.
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Calibration of the Urban Economy

As shown in Table 1, the model is calibrated to match some key stylized facts

of a typical skilled high valuation (SH) household and a typical US middle-

size city. In order to provide a base case for consideration of land-use restric-

tions, we begin with no zoning restriction ðhm ¼ 0Þ in either district.

The hourly wages for unskilled and skilled workers are calibrated as

wu� 10 and ws� 18, respectively. These number are obtained from the fact

that in the United States, average weekly hours of persons working full-time

is about 40 hours and the average annual earnings of high school and col-

lege graduate workers in 1997 are $22,154 and $38,112, respectively.10

Then, the share of leisure in the household’s budget is d
ZHþgþd

� 0:76.

The data on average annual expenditures of some selected MSAs suggest

that a household spends about one-fifth of its income on shelter. Therefore,

the budget share of composite commodity and land are set to be g
ZHþgþd

¼
ð1� 0:76Þ � 0:8 � 0:19 and

ZH

ZHþgþd
¼ ð1� 0:76Þ�0:2 � 0:048; respec-

tively. Moreover, recall that the preferred tax rate for household i is given

by ~ti ¼ c2ai

Zi�c2ai
. Clearly, we have two possible preferred tax rates, one for

high valuation and another for low valuation households. The one for high

(low) valuation type is set to be about 2.2 percent (1.5 percent).11 These values

are sufficient to permit calibration of aH, aL, ZH, ZL, g, and d.

Based on the cost of owning and operating an automobile, the

pecuniary cost per mile was 53.08 cents in 1997. Assuming a commut-

ing speed of 15 miles per hour within the city, the pecuniary and time

costs of commuting per round trip mile are set to be a ¼ $1 and b ¼
0.13, respectively. In equilibrium, the endogenous urban fringe distance

is targeted at about 12 miles in both school districts. The population of

the city is set to be 1,500,000 households, which implies approximately a

population density of 3,132 households per square mile.12 Approximately

40 percent of the total population is assumed to be skilled worker house-

holds. Moreover, 25 percent of skilled households are assumed to be low

valuation households. As for the unskilled households, 75 percent are low

valuation households.

The agricultural rent bid ra is set to be $6,844 per acre per year. The

parameters of the education production function are set to be c1 ¼ 1.6,

c2 ¼ 1.12, so that property tax rate and quality of education packages are

consistent with property tax rate and quality of education packages in

school districts that generate the desired population distribution across the

city.
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Unconstrained Locational Decisions

Due to the presence of a radial transportation system, households of each type

form a concentric ring, or zone, within each of the two school districts around

the CBD, and zones for all household types are ranked by the distance from

the city center in the order of steepness of their bid rent functions in equili-

brium. The benchmark equilibrium without land-use constraints in our simple

model has one school district catering to generally higher income households

that have a high valuation on education and the other meeting the demands of

lower income families. Nonetheless, given the trade-offs between access and

the taxes-public good bundle, both communities have a mixture of all house-

hold types.

The results for the benchmark equilibrium are shown in table 2 and fig-

ures 1 through 3. Our results are quite consistent with the residential pattern

observed in the United States. In both cities, households with higher

incomes typically locate farther from the CBD, occupying larger dwellings

than households with lower income households. Moreover, for each income

group, those with high valuation of education live closer to the CBD than do

those with low valuation of education. This outcome is natural, since those

Table 2. Benchmark Distribution of Population and School Quality.

North South

School quality 11.5 15
Tax rate 1.5% 2.2%
Distribution of households

Skilled low 8.6 1.4
Skilled high 9.5 20.5
Unskilled low 28.3 16.7
Unskilled high 2.2 12.8

Table 1. Calibration Parameters.

Parameter Value Parameter Value

aH 0.02 ZH 0.048
aL 0.017 ZL 0.051
g 0.19 d 0.74
a $1 b 0.13
ws $19 wu $10
c1 1.6 c2 1.12
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with low valuation of education implicitly value lot size high—and thus

want to live farther out where land is cheaper.

These patterns are shown for the two districts in figures 1 and 2. (Note

that the labeling of the two cities is arbitrary in this benchmark without
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Figure 1. Monthly gross rent per acre with no land-use restrictions.
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Figure 2. Lot size (square foot) with no land-use restrictions.
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land-use constraints). The price of land varies across locations with distance

due to commuting costs, as in a standard urban location model. The North

School District follows the same general pattern, although the rents at any

given distance from the CBD will be lower because of the lower school

quality (discussed subsequently). Across school districts, the quality of edu-

cation and property taxes differ, and in equilibrium each type of household

is indifferent to living in either school district. This difference in rents

across school districts is simply the capitalization of accessibility and

differing quality of education.

The school districts are heterogeneous in both income and tastes, and all

types are present in both school districts (table 2).13 The table gives the

distribution of households by school district as a percentage of the total pop-

ulation in the metropolitan area. This heterogeneity of school districts is the

result of the two components of a location: access to employment and

school quality. All households of a given type in terms of income and tastes

for education are happy with their residential location in equilibrium, but

some of each type will end up purchasing more access and less schooling

in trading off the two at equilibrium prices. This aspect of the model intro-

duces a realism that is important in judging policy alternatives that

differentially affect the two school districts.

In our baseline model, table 2 shows that the South School District

provides the best education and is the school district of choice for a
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Figure 3. Annual tax per capita with no land-use restrictions.
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disproportionate share of high valuation households, whether of high- or

low-income (skill) level. This better education does come with a higher

price tag, namely, higher property taxes than in the North School District,

but this is the majority vote equilibrium of the households.

Following Hamilton (1975), we have concentrated on property taxes to

fund our local education, as consistent with US school finance.14 Figure 3,

the derived tax bill for different households in two school districts, vividly

shows the issue of fiscal burden. The use of a property tax implies a low tax

liability for households in small houses (small lots), but a high tax liability

for households in big houses. As shown in figure 3, the annual spending of

about $2,700 in the South School District is met with an annual tax liability

of a small house of about $2,000 but a corresponding liability of $3,600 for

each household in a big house. The households with the larger houses are

effectively subsidizing the education of those with smaller houses. This

observation identifies powerful incentives for school districts to regulate the

development of new land.

The fiscal disparities by households imply that there are large incentives

in the south district to exclude low-income households with their lower con-

sumption of quality housing. Also, the exclusionary incentives in the south

are greater than in the north, where school quality and fiscal burdens are

less. The fiscal disparity exists in the north but is less with poor households

paying about $1,650 in taxes to support a school expenditure of about

$2,100. A majority of the residents in the north are low-income households.

Further, they attract a disproportionate share of high-skilled households

who have a low valuation of schooling. The predominance of low-

income and low-valuation households in the north implies that the majority

does not want to raise school spending in the North School District and

would not want to exclude low-income residents.

For the rest of the article, we study the impact of some alternative land-

use policies on the efficient provision of education and how successful they

are in terms of excluding households that would impose a fiscal burden on

the government. In all the cases, we consider situations where the south

imposes controls, while the north does not.

Land-use Controls

We use this expanded locational choice model to analyze how a local

government can exclude households by some land-use controls. We con-

sider alternative kinds of restrictions (which may or may not be permissible

for use by any given school district, depending on state laws): zoning, lump
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sum taxation, and growth restrictions through fringe zoning. Each land-use

control is designed by the south in an attempt to exclude those imposing a

fiscal burden on the high-income residents. The key questions relate to the

effectiveness of each kind of control and the implications for household

location and school quality.

MLS Zoning

At the benchmark equilibrium, the South School District determines the

MLS per household in residential land use, �hm by majority voting. We

assume each household votes for its optimal unconstrained house size as

an MLS. If a larger lot size were chosen, it would be constrained in housing

consumption and would end up with a lower utility level. On the other hand,

a lower MLS (than its optimum) would decrease property tax revenues,

would introduce households that bring a fiscal burden, and would lead to

a lower quality of schools. As a result of the voting outcome, the South

School District requires poor households in small houses to consume at

least �hm ¼ 4; 428 square feet.

In equilibrium, the South School District continues to provide a better

education, but there are significant locational changes compared to the

benchmark case. A summary of the new equilibrium outcome is found in

table 3 and figures 4 through 6. All skilled low valuation and nearly one-

third of UH from the South School District now find that it no longer best

serves their demands. Most of the SH now reside in the south, which has

become an exclusive city with fewer residents and higher average income.

Many of the UL previously in the south stay in the south, but most of them

as well as all UH and a small portion of skilled high households are now

Table 3. Equilibrium Distribution of Population and School Quality under Minimum
Lot Size Zoning in the South.

North South

School quality 10.6 17.5
Tax rate 1.5% 2.2%
Distribution of households

Skilled low 10 0
Skilled high 3.4 26.6
Unskilled low 32.3 12.7
Unskilled high 6.1 8.9

Note: MLS ¼ minimum lot size.
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forced to consume an amount of land, �hm, that is greater than the bid max lot

size without such a regulation. Thus, some fiscal burden of low-income

households remains in the south, but it is considerably reduced by the exclu-

sionary zoning.
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Figure 4. Monthly gross rent per acre with minimum lot size zoning.
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Figure 5. Lot size (square foot) with minimum lot size zoning.
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The spatial location pattern seems at first glance to be puzzling, but it is

readily explained. As a result of lower rents and increased accessibility in

the north, all SL move to the north. As a result of higher rents and a high

MLS requirement, both unskilled high and UL were outbid by SH at loca-

tions closer to the CBD. Recall that the bid rent function for a household

has two pieces: one piece where it is unconstrained and consumes a lot

size bigger than MLS and another piece where she is constrained and con-

sumes the MLS. At locations closer to the CBD, we see the constrained

portion of a skilled high valuation household’s bid rent curve. Aside from

the presence of SH around the CBD, the rest of the spatial order is not

surprising.

To explain the increasing amounts of annual tax liability of SH at loca-

tions closer to the CBD in figure 6, recall that they consume the MLS and

their tax liability increases toward the CBD due to increasing land prices.

This result is different from Hamilton (1975). In a given school district,

both land consumption and tax liability differ across household types,

while Hamilton finds that every household in a given school district con-

sumes the same amount of housing in equilibrium and pays the same

amount of property taxes.

By extension, it is clearly possible to form a school district in the south

containing just skilled high valuation households by sufficiently raising

the MLS requirement level. This would make it unattractive for the UL,

who would then prefer the north.
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Figure 6. Annual tax per capita with minimum lot size zoning.
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Head Taxes

The commonly analyzed simple Tiebout model finances the local public

goods with a constant tax for all individuals in a school district. Given the

homogeneous nature of each district in the standard Tiebout model, the

constant, or head, tax does not have much impact. In our model, however,

the heterogeneity of districts in terms of income and equilibrium land

consumption implies that the property tax and the head tax will operate

quite differently.

As should be clear, a head tax would eliminate the fiscal burden.15 We

consider the possibility of applying a flat tax in the South School District,

which is concerned with the presence of the households that impose fiscal

burdens on the local government under the property tax. We analyze the

implications of setting the head tax in the south at the expenditure per pupil

in the benchmark.

As a result of the new policy, almost no unskilled workers wish to reside

in the south (see table 4). A few additional SL move to the south, compared

to the baseline, because of the increased accessibility from the south. But,

with the fall in average property values in the north, the quality of schools

declines in the north, again compared to the baseline. In total, fewer people

now find the south to be an attractive residential location compared to the

baseline, and its population is less.

Growth Restrictions

An alternative land-use policy frequently pursued is simply to deny new

development within a city, thus making it more exclusive. For our model-

ing, we consider (urban) fringe restrictions that residences beyond a certain

Table 4. Equilibrium Distribution of Population and School Quality under Head
Taxes in the South.

North South

School quality 9.2 15
Property tax rate 1.5% 0%
Distribution of households

Skilled low 6.2 3.8
Skilled high 0.3 29.7
Unskilled low 45 0
Unskilled high 14.5 0.5
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radius, rf, from the city center as a means of constraining growth.16 Here, rf is

chosen to be ten miles. In order to reduce the fiscal burden of the baseline,

this policy would have to drive out unskilled households. This would happen

if the land that is available for residential allocation in the south is smaller,

allocated to the highest bidder, and skilled households can afford to bid more.

In the new equilibrium, however, it is not so clear. As shown in table 5, the

quality of education falls in the south compared to the baseline. All SL move

to the North School District, fewer high valuation households reside in the

south, and more UL live in the South School District. This policy is not effec-

tive at excluding households that impose a fiscal burden on the local govern-

ment. Once again, skilled households subsidize unskilled households, and the

problem of fiscal burden in the south remains.

To understand the failure of such fringe zoning, recall that the spatial

allocation of households is determined by the relative steepness of bid rent

curves. In the model, poor households have a steeper bid rent curve, and

they reside in locations closer to the CBD, leading to the failure of this

policy to exclude the ‘‘right’’ households.

Implications for School Quality

All the land-use control policies were motivated by reducing the fiscal

transfers within a subset of the jurisdictions. A particularly interesting

aspect of these policies is their implications for the level and distribution

of schooling. Specifically, by ending up with a different distribution of

households, some of whom are constrained by the land-use policies, the

political support for schools changes in the two districts. Within each dis-

trict, the combination of majority voting on tax rates and the heterogeneity

of households within the districts means that a number of households

Table 5. Equilibrium Distribution of Population and School Quality after Reduced
Fringe Distance Zoning in the South.

North South

School quality 11.9 14.5
Tax rate 1.5% 2.2%
Distribution of households

Skilled low 10 0
Skilled high 12.6 17.4
Unskilled low 27.2 17.8
Unskilled high 3.3 11.7
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typically are trading off school quality for accessibility and housing

prices—and the educational outcomes will depend on the mix of households

in the different communities.

We first look at the results for school quality by school district, as sum-

marized in tables 6 and 7. In general, the jurisdiction imposing land-use

controls can maintain as high or higher school quality for those households

remaining in the district. However, the quality in the other school district

(north) tends to decline. The resulting average quality of schools may or

may not decline, but uniformly the spread in quality across districts consis-

tently increases.

With MLS zoning, the gains in school quality in the south district are suf-

ficient to offset the declines in the north so that average school quality

increases. With the other policies, however, the average quality declines,

implying that these land-use controls work against the typical public policy

objectives of increasing quality and reducing variance.

Simply looking at the results by city, however, is incomplete, because

the equilibrium outcomes of the different policies imply considerable

movement across cities. An alternative summary is to investigate the school

quality outcomes for the different families in our analysis, denominated by

Table 6. Quality of Education across Districts under Various Land-use Control
Regimes.

School quality

Benchmark MLS zoning Head tax Reduced fringe

North 11.5 10.6 9.2 11.9
South 15 17.5 15 14.5
Area mean 13.3 14 12.1 13.2

Table 7. Quality of Education across Household Types under Various Land-use
Control Regimes.

Average school quality

Household type Benchmark MLS zoning Head tax Reduced fringe

Skilled residents 13.4 15.2 14 13
Unskilled residents 13.2 13.1 9.2 13.2
High valuation families 14.1 16.1 13.1 13.6
Low valuation families 12.6 12.2 9.6 12.8
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either income or valuation of schooling. Table 7 summarizes how the dif-

ferent types make out in equilibrium after the South district imposes the

alternative land-use controls.

The skilled households and the households that highly value schooling

do better in terms of school quality with MLS zoning (compared to the

benchmark case), and the skilled workers also improve school quality with

the head tax. The growth restrictions through reduced fringe zoning lower

school quality for both groups. The unskilled and the low valuation

residents, who are generally simply reacting to the policies of the south, find

that their school quality generally decreases—although any change is min-

imal with the reduced fringe zoning.

Conclusion

The provision of educational services in the United States is closely tied to

residential location. A range of active governmental policies have been

aimed at altering both the level and the distribution of education across

school districts, and it is clear that these policy deliberations must consider

household reactions to policies and the alternative reasons why household

choose a given location.17 This analysis focuses on the actions of individual

communities to restrict the options available to households through exclu-

sionary zoning and thus to improve their local fiscal situation. We embed

our endogenous zoning choices within a simple model that recognizes that

a given location offers both accessibility to employment and local schools.

The quality of schools depends, however, on the preferences of local voters,

something that could change in the aggregate with different policies.

Putting these basic elements together, we can provide a general equilibrium

solution to the household location problem that is useful for policy

simulations.

We consider schools that are funded by property taxes. But, with hetero-

geneous communities, the presence of households purchasing different

quality of homes can impose a fiscal burden on the local government,

because a household in a small house pays a relatively small amount in

taxes compared to school spending. Concerned with the fiscal burden of

some households, a local government may try to exclude those households

paying less tax than their cost of schooling by means of some exclusionary

land-use controls: MLS zoning, lump sum tax, or fringe distance (growth

limitation) zoning.

We presume that the district with the highest income, the best school

quality, and the largest fiscal discrepancies imposes a given land-use
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control, while the other district does not. The resulting population distribu-

tions under the alternative policies differ substantially from the open market

benchmark case. In terms of the quality of education provided, MLS zoning

within our parameterization actually increases average quality of education.

However, as the mean quality of education increases, so does inequality,

measured by the discrepancy in quality across the jurisdictions. The other

cases of permitting head taxes or of reduced fringe zoning (growth controls)

tend to lower average school quality while also increasing the variance in

quality across districts. It is generally true, however, that the upper-

income residents, who drive the restrictive zoning, can come out ahead in

terms of school quality.

Our theoretical characterization of the equilibrium outcomes is of course

dependent upon the specific utility functions and calibration of the model.

Alternative calibrations can lead to different results. The important message

from our calibrations is, however, that the simplest models of locational

choice—ones dependent on just the provision of differing amounts of the

local public good—are likely to misstate the locational outcomes and the

nature of public good provision. Specifically, models that lead to perfect

sorting of households across communities, à la Tiebout (1956), are likely

to misrepresent the outcomes that will result from local policy changes.

Moreover, the general equilibrium nature of housing decisions means that

the actions of households in one jurisdiction spill over into other jurisdic-

tions, leading to changes not only in the structure of housing prices but also

in the overall provision of public goods. These can be very significant when

there are limited numbers of jurisdictions as in our modeling here.
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Notes

1. See Pack and Pack (1977, 1978), Persky (1990), and Hanushek and Yilmaz

(2011).

2. From a different perspective, Ortalo-Magné and Rady (2008) introduce income

heterogeneity through housing market price dynamics, where people buy

houses at different times (and prices).

3. Hanushek and Lindseth (2009) review and analyze school finance deliberations

with an emphasis on court involvement in school finance variations across

districts.

4. With a circular city structure, the radial symmetry permits straightforward ana-

lytical solutions of location where it is necessary only to trace locational choices

along any ray from the employment center. It has also motivated a large number

of empirical analysis of urban form that are based on estimating household

density functions and price gradients emanating from the center (see, e.g., Mills

1972; Rose 1989; and Kim 2007). See also de Bartolome and Ross (2003) or

Cassidy, Epple, and Romer (1989). Note that as demonstrated subsequently, our

cities have some similar structure in that there is ‘‘ring-separation’’ of different

household types within each jurisdiction.

5. Kim (2007) describes a number of situations where the standard depiction does

not work including, importantly, the significant numbers of US metropolitan

areas with multiple central cities or other anomalies. Bertaud and Malpezzi

(2003) also find a number of international cities are inaccurately described by

smooth density gradients.

6. For simplicity, public schools are the only means to provide education in our

model. We do not consider private schools. See Hanushek, Sarpça, and Yilmaz

(2011) for a model with private schools.

7. It is implicitly assumed that each household manages the construction of his

house by himself and that lot size indexes the overall quality of the residential

services.

8. The pecuniary cost of commuting is an important parameter in the model, without

which we cannot find the spatial order of households by income. Empirically,

pecuniary costs are not negligible in United States. See Altmann and Desalvo

(1981) for an early estimate. Internet sites offer commuting cost calculators

that put the 2011 cost per mile at over $1 (see, e.g., http://commutesolutions.org/

external/calc.html, accessed December 26, 2011).

9. See Hanushek (1996, 2003) for empirical evidence on achievement production

functions.

10. The source of statistical facts we use is the Statistical Abstract of the United

States; see US Bureau of the Census (1998).
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11. Based on a real interest rate of 2.5 percent, those values are the effective tax

rates based on the value of a house.

12. The median population per square mile of cities with 200,000 or more popula-

tion was 3,546 in 1992 (US Bureau of the Census 1994).

13. Note that there is a trivially different equilibrium where south and north are

simply switched. In each case, however, our prior work shows that the solution

converges on the same equilibrium, independent of the starting point chosen,

when there are no peer effects in the educational production function. See

Hanushek and Yilmaz (2007).

14. In 1997, the average expenditure per pupil was 5,923, of which 45 percent

comes from local funds (US Department of Education 2004). Our analysis

assumes that both cities get equal per student allocations of state and federal

funds for education and that is not considered in the household decision making.

15. While head taxes are not common in the United States, they are used partially to

finance schools in California. The introduction of a property tax limitation

(Proposition 13) effectively sets the property tax rate at a constant across the

state. Individual districts may, with voter approval, establish a parcel tax that

is the same for all residences in the school district regardless of their value.

16. Note that we think of this as maintaining restrictions on any expansions in the

city, as is typical of many European cities. A policy to actually move the fringe

in clearly reduces the value of property that was formerly residential and

the owners would have to be compensated for such actions. Also, if the fringe

moves out, so that the population expands, the new equilibrium can imply a

reduced school quality for the South district.

17. See, for example, the early study of Feldstein (1975) on state school finance

options. More recent analysis incorporates accessibility into the analysis of

governmental policy (Hanushek and Yilmaz 2007, 2013).
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